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stKarnataka Rajyotsava is celebrated every year on the 1  of November to mark the formation of our state, Karnataka. This year, a series of events were organized by 
th the Kannada teachers and the students of our school on the 8 of November, 2019. The students were dressed in traditional clothes and enthusiastically took part 

in the events.

Lively cultural dances were followed by the singing of Kannada songs. We were also told about the significance of this day. It was a day of interesting events and 

will be remembered by all.

KARNATAKA RAJYOTSAVA CELEBRATION AT NHPS

DIWALI DINNER
thDiwali, the Festival of Lights, was celebrated with great pomp and festivity in our school. On the 25  of October, the students of grades 6 to 10 were 

buzzing with excitement as they arrived at the gates of the school to attend the Diwali Dinner, all decked up in Indian attire. Seeing the school building 

decorated with beautiful lights and the students proudly wearing the glamorous, ethnic clothes of our country with festive vibes in the air brought smiles 

upon everyone's faces.

The evening began with the auspicious lighting of the lamp along with an invocation song by the school choir which was followed by the cultural program. 

The stage was set on fire by the students of New Horizon Public School and New Horizon PU College as the electrifying performances made everybody 

groove to the beats and sing along with the music. Each performance ended with a thunderous round of applause from the audience. The wonderful hosts 

for the night Pranav Govil, Joanna Jose, Thejasvi Sampath and Ishya Reddy kept us craving for more. Dinner was then served. Delicious food ranging from 

pani puri to pasta was served and everyone ate to their heart's content.

Lively music was played and all the students as well as teachers danced until 

their feet were sore. Before we knew it, the night came to an end and it was 

time for us to leave. While our sixth graders will cherish the memories of their 

very first Diwali Dinner and eagerly wait for the next, our dear tenth graders 

will have a special place in their hearts for the memories they made at their 

last Diwali Dinner. But in the end, what truly counts is that everybody who 

was present enjoyed themselves to the fullest and made memories that will 

definitely last a lifetime. 
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ADMISSION CIRCULAR

FOR PLAYGROUP, NURSERY, LKG AND UKG FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-21

Mrs. Usha Vasudevan
Principal - NHVM

Dear Parents, Hari Om !

Registration forms for admission for the academic year 2020-21 for PLAYGROUP, NURSERY, LKG & 

UKG can be downloaded from 5th September 2019 onwards from the www.newhorizonvidyamandir.in

Filled in registration forms should be submitted at New Horizon Vidya Mandir only. The registration fee 

is Rs. 500/- Parents can take a tour of the campus after the submission of registration forms.

The timings are : 9.00 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.

Please submit the filled in registration form with the following enclosed :

1.    The latest passport size photograph of the child

2.    Photocopy of the birth certificate

3.    Aadhar copy of the child

The child should have completed 1 year 10 months on 1st June 2020 for admission to Playgroup.  For 

admission to Nursery, the child should have completed 2 years 6 months on 1st June 2020, for LKG and 

UKG the corresponding age will be considered.

Niti Mahendra
Principal - NHG  
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WHITE – CHEEKED BARBET

A family of birds comprising the Asian barbets, the Megalaimidae were once 

clubbed with all barbets in the family. Barbets sit stolidly in treetops. Some 

climb like woodpeckers. The nest is a hole, dug with the beak, 

high up in a rotting tree or in a termite nest. Barbets call loudly, twitch the 

head or tail; a male and a female may call alternately or together.

The white cheeked barbet or small green barbet is a species of barbets found 

in southern India. It is very similar to the more widespread brown-headed 

barbet but this species has a distinctive supercilium and a broad white cheek 

stripe below the eye and is endemic to the forest areas of the Western Ghats 

and adjoining hills. The brown – headed barbet has an orange eye-ring. The 

two species can be found in some of the drier forests to the east of the 

Western Ghats.

Rolls-Royce is undoubtedly the supreme symbol of luxury. Even today, the 

company puts enormous efforts to keep its cars unique. Rolls-Royce cars are 

individually made, as they do not use any mechanical aid to build engines. 

They only use bull leather to make the seat covers. The coach line or 

pinstripes of cars are still hand-painted, and no machines or robots are 

involved in this process. The company even used to have a chauffeur 

training programme. It was known as the White Glove training programme 

where the drivers were even taught how to open and close the doors with 

minimal fingerprints. One of the Rolls-Royce models was made exclusively 

for the heads of State and Royalty.

WHY IS ROLLS-ROYCE  AN ICON OF LUXURY?

1.  Lamborghini's logo features a bull, a reference to Ferruccio Lamborghini's 

    zodiac sign, Taurus the bull. Various Lamborghini models had names 

    related to bulls or bullfighting. 

2.  Philip's partnered with Sony to build CD technology and DVDs, two of the 

    fastest growing home electronic products. 

3.  Adidas holds a history of partnership with FIFA World cup. Since 1970,

    Adidas delivers the official match ball.

CARNIVAL ENCORE – 2019 
A day of fun and frolic is always a 

time when the atmosphere is over

loaded with an aura of excitement.

Carnival Encore – 2019 gave the 

children just that. From the time the 

gates opened at 5pm till way past 

9:30pm it surely looked like the 

children didn't want to say good-bye. 

The quotient of thrill could be 

measured by the serpentine lines at 

each counter, be it rides or games.

The added attraction in this year's 

Carnival was the introduction of 

Planetarium. What better way to 

introduce the mystical world of the 

universe to our tiny tots. 

It was heartening to watch little 

children waiting ever so patiently for 

their turn at the never ending lines of 

pottery, face painting, tattoo, photo 

booth, popcorn & cotton candy.

Hungry stomachs not to be forgotten, 

had a number of food counters to 

satiate every taste bud. End of the 

day had happy parents escorting 

even happier children. 

FACTS!

4.  TATA owns Jaguar and Land Rover, two big names in the automobile 

    industry.

5.  Back when dinosaurs existed, volcanoes used to erupt on the moon.

6.  The only letters that don't appear on the periodic table are J and Q.

7.  At birth, a baby panda is smaller than a mouse.

8.  Iceland does not have a railway system.

Find

differences
10
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THE HIGHWAY STORY

Shyla, II PUC - SEBA1

Once my family and I were going on a highway. I was really happy to go on 

a highway.

(Writer):  “You know kids love the highway the same way I do too”.

We saw many places. Suddenly our car got stuck. My father and mother got 
out to push while my uncle tried to start the engine. My sister and I were 
worried ….it was getting dark. 

Suddenly we heard a noise. My father and mother got in. We found out that 
our car had run out of fuel and the tyre had a puncture. We had to sleep in 
the car.

The next day we were worried how we would manage to get some food. It 

was a big problem. We saw a fuel bunk…our uncle got out. 

Mom, dad, my sister and I were sitting in the car hungry.  My uncle and dad 
pushed the car. We reached the petrol bunk.  We heard a loud thumping 
sound. There was no one there. Our dad put the fuel in the tank. 

We went home imagining…..what the sound was? Nidanta Biplab Banik
II B

CHAOS IN THE BIG APPLE

It was evening when FBI agent, Ava Carter walked along a busy street in 

the city of New York. She was on her way back home after a long day at 

work. Someone in front of her pushed a guy aside. Within minutes, a fight 

had broken out. Ava tried to separate them, with no luck. While she was 

doing so, she noticed a hand grab the high-tech suitcase the man was 

carrying and walk away. She did not have enough time to care about that, 

but in her subconscious, she sensed something bad was going to happen.

After a few minutes, having successfully broken up the fight, she turned 

into a back alley, taking a short cut back home. Barely a few minutes later, 

she received a call from her office, who informed her that they had received 

intel which said that there was a major threat of a bioterrorist attack on 

New York. According to her superiors, the terrorist was supposedly within a 

three-block radius near her. Immediately, she recalled the person who 

grabbed the high tech bag in the middle of the chaos of the fight. Ava 

rushed back to the busy street, scanning the crowd for the suitcase. She 

saw someone carrying a shiny silver suitcase, and chased after the person, 

only to see that the suitcase was not the same. As she walked back in 

search of the man who took the suitcase, she saw that there were several 

packets of white powder scattered near the sides of the road. Ava followed 

the trail of white powder, although she knew what had happened. She 

finally reached the silver suitcase that was stolen. On it, in red letters, was 

written 'CAUTION: HAZARBIOD'. Ava froze, when she realised how 

drastically this attack would impact the city. 

When she finally got back to her senses, she quickly gave the order to 

quarantine the area as soon as possible. A few people around her heard 

this and began panicking. Soon, everyone around was panicking and yelling 

at the top of their lungs.

Meanwhile, the terrorist watched from the top of a high-rise, as the entire 

New York City erupted into unfettered chaos, just the way he meant it to be.

Ria Orpe,IX D

ARE HUMANS RATIONAL OR IRRATIONAL? 

The human brain is a complex mixture of reasoning and beliefs. The brain alone doesn't influence our thoughts and actions. Contradicting scientific 
psychology, it is said to be believed that the methodology of decision making is widely provoked by credence, in simpler terms, the heart. “The heart wants 
what it wants,” irrespective of logic or basic sensibility of how things must work. The evolution of a human is the most plausible growth witnessed by time. 

Ever since men and women began to revitalise ordinary objects into what we call today as the "greatest inventions ever" the major portion of their triumph 

has been credited to the working of their level of IQ. But, is the brain worthy enough of all the credit? The answer can easily emerge out to be a simple yes 

or a no. Though a plethora of thesis have been brought out to the world which has a trademark of humans to be irrational beings, the indifference that we 

ourselves as humans judge the nature of our decisions is something that we must take a deeper and broader look into. The conclusiveness of humans being 

irrational was seen as an error in the computational mechanism of the human brain. But what is often neglected is that, irrational decisions lead to mishaps 

and every thing done wrong reasons as a step to succeed in another situational analysis. 

Let's look at the most popular example from our very first (said to be) ancestors. Adam and Eve, the children of God, given all the pleasures of a blissful 
lifetime in the garden of solace made an irrational decision of consuming the forbidden fruit. If only, their decision would've been on the rational side, this 
plight of a life wouldn't have risen into such madness. But such an irrational decision has led their hierarchy into a system of learning to live a life in spite of 
all the follies we are surrounded by. Rationality cannot be considered as the only basis for any physical endeavour a man has accomplished. An irrational 
conception of thoughts leading to self trials and improvisations is what it takes for an achievement to be made. Moreover, people aren't machines built by 
syntaxes. The result of emotions is what we witness everyday in our lives, people walking around our immediate surroundings. These people do not entirely 
irrationalise their decisions nor do they rationalise them. Nevertheless humanity is still appeared to be portrayed as completely irrational. 

Thus, in conclusion of how humans actually dissolve their decisions by bridging the gap between the postulates, we can wind up the ropes of human 
behaviour as a mixture of irrationality and a sprinkle of rationality. A human brain is a transcendent area of subject which will forever remain a conundrum.

The Elite English Club presents the Thespian competition, providing young Horizonites of I and II PUC, the ample opportunity to showcase their talent 

in theatre and drama. Students displayed wide variety of overwhelming characters, prominent among were Julius Caesar, Mark Antony, Frankenstein - The 

monster, Hermione, Portia, Elizabeth Bennett etc.
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HORIZONITES WHO MADE US PROUD. CISCE NATIONAL MEDALISTS WITH CHAIRMAN DR. MOHAN MANGHNANI

NHPS sportsmen made a landslide victory in the CISCE Regional Championship 2019 and 24 of the players represented KARNATAKA STATE in the 

CISCE Nationals in the various events and won 10 Gold, 2 Silver and 5 bronze medals.

STANDING -  L to R   

 - Shrihan R (Badminton), Chaithanya K, Lohith V, Jayadev A, Joshua Kumar C, Vijay A (All Basketball)st1  Row

 - Aditya Diwakar (Badminton), Tharun J, Thanga Thanikash R (Volleyball), Satvik R, Nihal VG (Basketball)) Hariharan V (Volleyball)nd2  Row

- Namita Kini, Freya Khanna(Volleyball), Reyna L Ram (Throwball), Niranjani N H (Volleyball)  Dhriti K, Bhavya N (Basketball) rd3   Row 

              Navami panicker (Volleyball), Manasvini K (Basketball)

 - Harikrishnan G (Basketball), Disha Dash (Volleyball) Srihari Sampath (Skating) Shraavani   S Vaze (Volleyball)th4  Row

SITING - L to R

Mr. Antony V U, HOD Sports & Basketball Coach Dr. Mohan Manghnani, Chairman, NHEI  Mrs. Anupama Sethi, Principal, NHPS

CONGRATULATIONS

NHPS HOOPSTERS PAR EXCELLENCE

NHPS U-14 Boys were WINNERS and U-14 Girls and U-17 Boys were RUNNERS 

UP in the CISCE KARNATAKA REGIONAL Basketball Championship held at 

A C School, Jalahalli and 8 Boys 3 Girls represented KARNATAKA STATE in 

the CISCE National Championship held at Vikasa International School, Tuticorin 

(TN). U-14 Girls team (3 from NHPS) emerged CHAMPIONS and U-14 Boys 

(5 Boys & 1 Coach) were BRONZE Medalists. NHPS Boys & Girls played a stellar 

role in lifting the CISCE National Championship Trophy.

Standing L to R:
st1  row:  Satvik R, Lohit V, Chaithanya K, Nihal V G, Joshua Kumar C, Vijay A, 
nd2  row: Jayadev A, Harikrishnan G, Dhriti K, Bhavya N, Manasvini K, 

Sitting : Mrs. Anupama Sethi, Principal, Mr. Antony V U, Bball Coach.

NHPS SPIKERS MAKE HISTORY

NHPS U-17 Girls were WINNERS and Boys RUNNER UP in the CISCE Karnataka 

Regional Volleyball Championship held at Sri KV English School Chikkaballapura 

and 6 Girls and 3 Boys represented KARNATAKA STATE in the CISCE National 

Championship held at  St. Jude's School, Kotagiri, Ooty from 29th Sept to 2nd 

Oct 2019. Karnataka U-17 Girls team emerged as WINNERS in the above 

prestigious tournament. NHPS girls played a vital role in all the matches and 

Namita Kini, Navami Panicker, Shraavani S Vaze and Hariharan V are selected for 

SGFI Nationals.

stL to R 1  Row - Thanga Thanikash, Tharun J, Hariharan V, Namita Kini, Freya Khanna 
nd2  Row – Niranjani N H, Shraavani S Vaze, Disha Dash, Navami Panicker

Sitting - Mr. Suresh M Vball Coach, Mrs. Anupama Sethi, Principal, 

Mr. Antony V.U, HOD Sports 

GALLERY OF MEDALISTS

CISCE medalists of NHPS with Principal Mrs. Anupama Sethi

Standing L to R -  - Adithya Diwakar

Badminton CISCE Karnataka 

Regional Gold & National Gold 

medal

 - Throwball CICSE Reyna L Ram

national Silver medal

 - Skating CISCE Karnataka Srihari S

Regional Gold & National Gold Medal

 - Badminton CISCE Srihan R

Karnataka Regional Silver Medal

Sitting , HOD Sports, Mr. Antony VU

 PrincipalMrs. Anupama Sethi,


